
 

Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad 
Kandi - 502 285, Telangana, INDIA 

Phone: (040) 2301 6773 

 
No. IITH/40/2020/RTI/Admin, dt.  08.05.2021 

 
Furnishing of Information under RTI Act. 

 
1 Application No. & Date : IITHY/R/E/21/00151, dated.08.04.2021 
2 Name of the Applicant :  

3 Date of Receipt of Application : 08.04.2021 

4 Information Sought 
Information given and details of 

documents, if any, furnished.  

 

To 
Central Public Information Officer 
IIT Hyderabad, Kandi, Sangareddy, 
Telangana - 502285, India. 
Dear sir, 
kindly provide me the following information. 

No Information Sought.  

 

1)Whether IIT-H comes under Govt of india, 
Is the pay scalesand structures are same as 
GOI norms...? 
 

IIT H is a CFTI (Autonomous) and follows 
the pay structures as defined/ 
communicated by its Administrative 
Ministry 

 

 
2)Whether IIT-H follows GOI,DOPT orders 
from time totime..? 
 
 

Since IIT-H is a CFTI (Autonomous), it 
follows the orders which are approved by 
its BoG and the orders issued by its 
Administrative Ministry 

 

3)Whether reservations applicable to jobs 
as per GOI arefollowed by IIT-H in its 
recruitments till the selection process..? 
 

The applicant made multiple applications 
more or less with similar kind of questions. 
Apart from RTIs the applicant also sent 
multiple emails, of which the Institute 
replied to a good number of emails. 
 
Further, these questions raised by the 
applicant are hypothetical in nature and the 
same can’t be answered. 

 

4)If Govt of India rules followed by IIT-H 
from time to time, kindly provide the list of 
cases in which prima facie proof 
castecertificates accepted by IIT-H till date 
in your recruitments. 
 

 
5)Whether IIT-H is following transparency 
and accountabilityin its recruitments. 
 

 

6)Whether question paper and answer keys 
are publishing inwebsite after conducting of 
written exam by IIT-H as a accountability 
and transparency measure..? 
 

 

7)Whether IIT-H is allowing job aspirants to 
raise objections if any to the answer keys 
with due justification or else directly in 
cartel you are publishing the results..?? 

 
8)Whether similar practices followed in your 
all recruitments or dissimilar practices 

 
9)Whether IIT-H is publishing the results in 
website with name wise or application 
number wise..? 



 

 

10)Please bifurcate the name wise results 
published by IIT-H and application number 
wise results published by IIT-H till now, in 
NF-8 recruitment, if disparity is shown in 
publishing of results, please provide the 
reason as well. 

 
11)How many fair recruitments conducted 
by IIT-H till date please provide me the list. 
 

 

12)How many unfair recruitments/ re-
examinations are conducted by IIT-H till 
dates provide me the list. 
Thanking you. 
With regards, 
shravan kumar 

If you are not satisfied with the information provided, you may file an appeal with the following 
authority with in 30 days: 

The Appeal should be addressed to: 
Cmde M Nambiar, Ph.D. (Retd) 
Registrar & Appellate Authority, 
IIT Hyderabad, Kandi, Sangareddy-502285 
E-mail: registrar@iith.ac.in  ; Tele: 040 2301 6055 

 
            Yours faithfully 

 
Sd/- 

 
      V. Venkat Rao 

      Joint Registrar & CPIO 
         Email: cpio@iith.ac.in 

Tele: 040 2301 6056 
To, 
 

mailto:registrar@iith.ac.in

